Design Phase Management

Critical Path
DPM Value Add

Architectural + structural models start at
low LOD 100-200. We work with the design team to quickly incorporate manufacturer deals, eliminating rework during
multiple drawing sets.

During the production of CDs, the team
collaborates to maximize aesthetic and
functional characteristics while coordinating critical details.

Additional details pertaining to shop
drawing coordination are resolved as the
drawings are developed. The focus is releasing longest lead items first.
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The DPM team leads
the process of defining workflows, model standards, and
responsibilities. The
process inputs are set
up to set up to ensure
success.
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Constructibility
review and Target
Value Design are
initiated as early as
possible to inform
buyout and maximize early feedback to the design
teams.
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The DPM team supports the shop drawing review process,
and conducts modeling and coordination of other systems.
MEP coordination
runs in parallel.
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Design assist trades
are selected as soon
as possible to provide
feedback on the design process.
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Trades continue providing input in the
design process, providing pricing and
potential solutions.
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Create shop drawings

Trades develop shop
drawings and schedule
potential early material
purchases.
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